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I. DISCLAIMER

This adamantmetanetwork.com White Paper is done for information purposes only.
adamantmetanetwork.com does not guarantee the accuracy or the conclusions reached
in this White Paper, and this White Paper is provided “as is”. adamantcoin.com does not
make and expressly disclaims all representations and warranties, express, implied,
statutory or otherwise, whatsoever, including, but not limited to:

(i) warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, suitability, usage, title or
non infringement;

(ii) that the contents of this White Paper are free from error; and

(iii) that such contents will not infringe third-party rights.

adamantmetanetwork.com and its affiliates shall have no liability for damages of any
kind arising out of the use, reference to, or reliance on this White Paper or any of the
content contained herein, even if advised of the possibility of such damages. In no event
will adamantcoin.com or its affiliates be liable to any person or entity for any damages,
losses, liabilities, costs or expenses of any kind, whether direct or indirect,
consequential, compensatory, incidental, actual, exemplary, punitive or special for the
use of, reference to, or reliance on this White Paper or any of the content contained
herein, including, without limitation, any loss of business, revenues, profits, data, use,
goodwill or other intangible losses.

This whitepaper is not endorsed by any government authority. It is only available on the
site of adamantmetanetwork.com and may not be redistributed, reproduced or passed
on to any other person or published, in part or in whole, for any purpose, without the
prior written consent of Adamant.

This whitepaper, or any part of it, must not be taken or transmitted to any country or
territory where its distribution or dissemination is prohibited or restricted. Any private
persons or legal entities who come into possession of this whitepaper must inform
themselves about and observe any relevant legal or regulatory restrictions they may be
subject to and seek all necessary professional advice.
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Adamant MetaNetwork is a network of projects to be governed under the Binance Smart Chain
that bridges crypto and real-world transactions and activities. It aims to advance the adoption of
cryptocurrency in an individual’s everyday life.

The Adamant MetaNetwork aims to accelerate the connection between the Metaverse and
reality. The Adamant MetaNetwork will be developing applications and decentralized
applications, GameFi, Virtual Land, Metaverse, Ramps, and will be investing in the same fields
as well with the same goal of making cryptocurrency more accessible to the world.

Projects such as Adamant Mine, Adamant Scape, Adamant Stable Coin, and Adamant Pay are
some of the endeavors that will make crypto adoption in the World a reality. Through its usage it
will connect people who play, invest, and acquire in ADMC, APHP, and ADMN.
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II. ADAMANT METANETWORK TOKEN ($ADMN)

$ADMN is the governance token of the Adamant MetaNetwork. Owning $ADMN equates to the
user owning a part of the company, earning a share of all revenue made by the company.

The token will be initially deployed under the Binance Smart Chain.
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A. TOKENOMICS

Adamant MetaNetwork (ticker $ADMN) has a total supply of 20,000,000 tokens. The token
employs a mintable, burnable, pausable contract which has no taxes on transactions.

B. GOVERNANCE

$ADMN gives the holder the power to help shape the future of the company. Holders are able to
influence decisions to be made by the Adamant MetaNetwork team, not only in development,
but investments that the Adamant MetaNetwork makes. Holders may also suggest revisions to
the different protocols within the MetaNetwork.

Vote weight would be proportional to the amount of $ADMN or $ADMNs tokens held by the
staker.

51% of all staked $ADMN and $ADMNs tokens are required to reach a quorum for governance
decisions, and the majority of voters (50%+1) will be followed. All governance suggestions
should be answerable with a “Yes'' or “No”.

A minimum of 1,000 $ADMN/$ADMNs tokens must be staked by a wallet to be eligible to create
a community suggestion for governance voting. This minimum may voted on to be changed.
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The cost to open a poll is 0.1 BNB

50% of BNB accumulated from poll openings will be allocated to $ADMC Buybacks
50% of BNB accumulated from poll openings will be allocated to $ADMN Dividend Pool
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C. DIVIDENDS

1. STAKING
Access to staking will require an Adamant MetaNetwork Access Pass NFT to be minted. The
Access Pass is an untradable/non transferrable NFT that gives a specific wallet access to the
Adamant MetaNetwork’s decentralized application.

At least 30% of all income made by the Adamant MetaNetwork and its subsidiaries will be
inserted into two staking pools to be distributed for 30 days while the other 50% will be used for
operations and development, 20% will be allocated to Adamant Ventures. The staking pool will
be giving dividends in terms of BNB.

Two Staking Pools:

Pool 1($ADMNs)
- Stake $ADMNs to receive BNB
- $ADMNs will be the substitute token for the Adamant Team, Seed Investors, Advisors,

and Partners until the Vesting period of their $ADMN tokens are over.
- This enables the Adamant Team, Seed Investors, Advisors, and Partners to receive

dividends despite the Lock-in and Vesting period of their $ADMN tokens

Pool 2 ($ADMN)
- Stake $ADMN to receive BNB
- Open to all $ADMN holders with an Access Pass
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As per token allocation, the adamant team, seed investors, advisors, and partners hold 50% of
the initial token supply while the public IDO and DEX liquidity would hold 20-35%. The dividend
allocation was made with the assumption that 5% of DEX liquidity would remain on the
exchange giving the allocation a ratio of 50:30.

The Team, seed investors, advisors, and partners, have a 3 month lock-in period and a 20
month vesting period with a 5% unlock per month. After the initial 3 month lock-in, as $ADMN
tokens are distributed, the 5% token allocation weight on dividends will be then transferred to
the $ADMN staking pool. This will be happening monthly until all tokens have been unlocked.
Only then the $ADMNs pool will be deactivated and 100% of the Dividends will be then
allocated to the $ADMN pool.

2. REVENUE SOURCES
a) ACCESS PASSESS

Adamant MetaNetwork access passes must be minted in order to access the MetaNetwork
decentralized applications like the DAO, Distribution Network, and Dividend Pools. The access
pass is untradeable/non transferrable and minting one would have variable lifespans before
being automatically burned. Life span and costs are shown below.
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1. PUBLIC ACCESS PASS

Access pass that will be mintable by the public to be able to access the MetaNetwork dApps

Expiration Cost

1 month pass 0.1 BNB

3 months pass 0.22 BNB

6 months pass 0.4 BNB

12 months pass 0.6 BNB

2. SPECIAL ACCESS PASS
Access pass that can only be minted by the Adamant MetaNetwork team. This will allow the
holder to access the MetaNetwork dApp and will have a lifespan of 30 days. This Access Pass
will be transferable ONCE (by the metanetwork team) and will be used for giveaways or airdrops
as well.

25% of all BNB from Access Pass sales will be allocated to $ADMC buybacks
25% of all BNB from Access Pass sales will be allocated to the $ADMN Dividend Pool
50% of all BNB from Access Pass sales will be allocated to operations, reinvestments,
marketing, and development.
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b) SUBSIDIARIES

The Adamant MetaNetwork in its pursuit in bridging the metaverse and the real-world will be
working and continuously developing different projects for the network.

Planned Subsidiaries already include:

PROJECTS
- Adamant Mine (Play-to-Earn, Donate, and Burn) [Active]

- A simple mining Play-to-Earn, Donate, and Burn game which employs a classic &
nostalgic arcade vibe game which enables the players to not only earn, but be
able to nominate, and vote for the community charity of choice wherein the part
of the gaming rewards go to the charity of the communities choice!

- Adamant Labs [In Development]
- The official NFT development team of the Adamant MetaNetwork.
- Creation of Adamant PFP’s and Land to be used in the Metaverse.
- Adamant Labs consists of three main projects to include:

- Robo Doggo NFT: NFT player characters for the Metaverse
- Adamant Lands: Land plots for the Metaverse
- Adamant Colonies: The official Metaverse of the Adamant Metanetwork

- Adamant Pay (A-Pay) [Proof of Concept under Development]
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- A centralized application of the Adamant MetaNetwork which aims to allow
consumers to Buy/Sell/Transfer their Adamant accredited cryptocurrencies in the
Binance Smart Chain easily off-chain or on-chain.

OTHER TOKENS
- Adamant Coin ($ADMC) [Active]

- Current Governance and Reward token of Adamant Mine.
- Reward token of Adamant Siege

- Adamant-PHP ($APHP) [In Development]
- $APHP will be the Philippines’ first decentralized, fully backed, stabletoken under

the Binance Smart Chain.
- Stabletokens help bridge the gap between businesses and the crypto world

wherein big volatility exists.
- Adamant-PHP will be pegged to 10x the Philippine Peso
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METANETWORK SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT KIT

npm i metanetwork-sdk

OR

yarn add metanetwork-sdk

SMS WALLET CREATION

All dApps require users to have a wallet.

How convenient would it be for everyone to be able to create a wallet just by owning a phone
number?

Let projects allow their users to create their own wallet just using their phone number. An SDK
that will automatically create a wallet for an associated verified phone number. Users wil first
sign up using a phone number then the user will receive a confirmation code through text
message. The user will then enter the confirmation code in the sign up page and once done,
this will automatically let the backend create a blockchain wallet associated with the registered
phone number.
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WALLET AUTHENTICATION

The first step for any dapp is to have users connect their wallet. Developers spend countless
hours trying to securely authenticate users but still get breached.

One line of code to connect your dapp to any wallet provider. A service that can automatically
scale to any number of users. Projects charged based on monthly active users.

npm i metanetwork-sdk

OR

yarn add metanetwork-sdk

import {Themes, Wallets, auth} from "metanetwork-sdk"

const config = {

appId: 'myApp',

theme: Themes.DARK_MODE,

enabledWallets: [Wallets.SMS, Wallets.Metamask, Wallets.Coinbase]

};

const user = await auth.connect(config);

if(user.authenticated) {

// Send user.authToken -> customer’s backend API

// Backend API can verify authToken using same SDK

}
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III. SUBSIDIARIES

A. PROJECTS

Adamant Mine is an NFT game that allows the players to EARN, DONATE, and BURN! It is a
2-D Mining game with block type graphics. The game will have two game modes, Normal mode,
and Survival Mode.

Read more about Adamant Mine in it’s full whitepaper HERE
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CREATING THE NFT’S OF THE FUTURE
SEE CONCEPT PAPER HERE

a) Adamant PFP’s - Robo Doggo

TOTAL SUPPLY: 2500 NFTs

Robo Doggo NFTs will be the NFT’s required to access the Adamant Labs Metaverse (adamant
colonies).

Gold Tier 69% 1725

Diamond Tier 27% 675

Adamant Tier 4% 100

I. Robo Doggo - Economics

A. Taxation & Royalties

Creator fees or royalties are 5% of transactions

30% of Royalties will be going to Robo Doggo ETH staking pool

30% of Royalties will be going to $ADMN dividend pool

30% of Royalties will be going to $ADMC buybacks

10% of Royalties will be going to the Adamant DAO
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B. Staking

Gold Tier Diamond Tier Adamant Tier

100% Staking Rewards 200% Staking Rewards 800% Staking Rewards

30 day stake 90 day stake 180 day stake

+ 0% Bonus + 50% Bonus + 100% Bonus

Adamant Labs PFPs will be able to be staked via our secure smart contract to be able to
receive $ETH

Only locked staking will be available for staking pools. The longer the lock duration, the higher
the reward bonuses. The Staking pool will be distributing $ETH to all stakers.

Staking pool will be replenished from Royalties and Breeding.
30% of all ETH accumulated from Royalties will be Allocated to the robo doggos staking pool.
30% of all ETH accumulated from Breeding will be Allocated to the robo doggos staking pool.
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C. Breeding

ETH will be needed to breed Robo Doggo NFTs together to create more NFTs. These will be
eligible for full growth within 45 days. Once Adamant Labs babies are fully grown, they will be
eligible for further breeding or staking.

Bred Doggos will be given access to the Adamant Colonies (metaverse) upon FULL release.
Only Minted Doggos will have access to the Metaverse Open Beta.

0.098 ETH will be the cost to breed two Robo Doggo NFT’s.

First Generation Robo Doggos can be bred unlimited times.

Robo Doggo’s from second generation and younger can only be bred twice! Living in a colony,
we must avoid overpopulation!

D. Mint & Breeding Splits

30% of Mints will be going to the $ADMN dividend pool

70% of Mints will be used for development and rewards of Adamant Labs as broken down
below:

50% Adamant Colonies (Metaverse)

20% Adamant DAO

15% Adamant Luxury Apparel

10% Initial ETH staking pool Allocation

5% Giveaways and Bounties
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II. Robo Doggo - Adamant Labs DAO

Adamant Labs NFT holders get a special discord category* that can voice out their opinions and
recommendations for the NFT roadmap to come.

*These need to have “holder-verify” codes, if they are no longer holders, they will no longer
have access to the “DAO” chat.

Initial DAO earnings will be used to purchase NFTs from other projects.
Profits will be shared amongst holders that vote on which projects to buy and sell.

10% of Royalties all enter a “DAO” wallet, this wallet is then decided on what it can be used for.

• Nft investments

• Further developments

• Sponsorships

• Redistribution amongst holders

The DAO wallet could hold special NFTs from other projects we choose to buy and holders can
gamble using ETH. There will be a 10% tax on the gamble which will be reinvested into the
Adamant DAO.

III. Robo Doggo - Adamant Labs Luxury Apparel

A percentage of the earnings committed from the sale will be converted into real-life luxury
apparel.

B) Adamant Land

Buy, Sell, or Rent Adamant Lands located in the Adamant Colonies with 15,000 different
land plots players can own!
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1. Residential
- Total Supply: 5000
- 225 Square meters per plot
- Customizable

- Showcase your NFTs
- Private space for meetings
- Host events

- Storage

2. Commercial
- Total Supply: 1000

- Tier A: 690 supply (basic commercial plots)
- 225 square meters per plot
- Workshop to create assets
- Marketplace buy & sell assets
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- Tier B: 270 supply (enterprise plots)
- 400 square meters per plot
- Promote your brand & sell virtual assets representing your

brand/company
- Transportation
- Character Customization
- Gallery

- Tier C: 40 supply (monopoly plots)
- 2500 square meters per plot
- Trading - Resources x ADMC
- Battle Arena
- Concert Grounds
- Auditorium
- Pet Shops
- Reserved

3. Farming Grounds
- Total Supply: 9000
- 100 square meters per plot
- Resources
- Pet farm

70% of all Land Mints will be allocated to Adamant Labs development
30% of all Land Mints will be allocated to the ADMN Dividend Pool
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C) Adamant Colonies (Metaverse)

The Adamant Metaverse, or better known as the Adamant Colonies will be housed in outer
space. The Adamant Colonies is a metaverse RPG game wherein you can build your own
homes, farm resources, or fight monsters or even other players.
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A centralized application of the Adamant MetaNetwork which aims to allow consumers to
Buy/Sell/Transfer their Adamant accredited cryptocurrencies in the Binance Smart Chain easily
off-chain or on-chain.
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B. OTHER TOKENS
Adamant Coin ($ADMC)

Adamant Coin ($ADMC) is the utility and reward token of our NFT play to EARN, DONATE, &
BURN, game Adamant Mine and as well as our tower defense game, Adamant Siege.
Throughout every quarter, a poll will be open to all users to vote on a charity nature wherein the
winning charity nature will be receiving all the allocated charity earnings from the game received
into the charity wallet throughout that quarter

$ADMC was launched last September 2021, and has since then been listed already in
CoinMarketcap, and Coingecko. $ADMC boasts having over 19,000 holders with over 150,000
transactions within the Binance Smart Chain.

Read more about $ADMC in our website HERE
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Adamant-PHP ($APHP)
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$APHP will be a stabletoken backed by the Philippine Peso and BUSD. The token ecosystem
will be using mainly storing liquidity in three vaults: The Philippine Peso vault (PHP Vault),
$APHP & BUSD vault, and Pancakeswap $APHP/BUSD liquidity pool.

The price will be kept pegged at the price of 1:10 the Philippine Peso in USD terms by the use
of a pancake swap market-maker which will stabilize the price at the current exchange rate.

$APHP will be tradable for the Philippine Peso through Adamant’s own FIAT on RAMP within
Adamant Pay (A-Pay) with a 1.5% fee in PHP + Php 40 on transactions, and through pancake
swap with a 1.5% fee in BUSD on transactions.

50% of all revenue will then be converted and sent to the BNB Vault which then half of would be
used for $ADMC buy backs and burn, while the other half will be sent into the Adamant
MetaNetwork Revenue Vault. The remaining 50% of revenue will be used to fund the
market-making, operations, and grow the liquidity of $APHP.
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IV. AUDITS

COMING SOON.
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V. RISK FACTORS
Purchase of $ADMN token is associated with an extreme level of risk. The prospective buyer
should provide or carefully study the information about these risks. Any actual risk can have a
significant negative impact on the Adamant Mine platform and the price of the $ADMN token.
Token holders can face various risks and uncertainties containing, but not limited to what is
mentioned below. Uncertainty and risks that are not included in the list, can have a significant
impact on the entire Adamant Mine platform and  the price of $ADMN tokens.

A. Increase or decrease in token prices
Evaluation of digital tokens on the collateral or secondary market is usually non-transparent and
highly speculative. The token price can volatile significantly over a short period. The worst
scenario is when their value drops to zero.
There are no predictions or guarantees relative to the movement of liquidity of $ADMN tokens.
Participating companies are not responsible for the future market value of the $ADMN tokens,
their liquidity, the speed of their transfer and the possibility of entering various markets through
non-affiliated companies or any other channels.

The term "participating company" means a company represented by its founder, management,
directors, contractors, consultants, lawyers, accountants, current or future personnel, financial
advisors, affiliates, agents, representatives, shareholders, suppliers, sellers, service providers,
parent / subsidiary companies, predecessors and successors.
Besides the cases provided by the applicable law or legally mandatory documentation,
participating companies are not responsible for the redemption of $ADMN tokens and the return
of funds to their owners.
There is no guarantee, and there will be no guarantee in the future, that the $ADMN token is
valuable and useful. No promises can be given regarding the value of the token, the
prolongation of  acceptance of payments and similar actions.
The return of the funds paid for tokens can be infeasible in cases when an appeal is made to
a version of the laws and regulations different from the acceptable on the Adamant platform.

B. Risk of government intervention

Participating companies are working in a new field of activity, which, however, can be largely
controlled and monitored by various agencies, including increased attention of law enforcement
and investigation agencies. There is no guarantee that regulators will not undertake a detailed
analysis of the operations done by participating companies. There is also no guarantee that
legal action will not be taken against these companies. These actions may include various
penalties, fines, disapprovals, reprimands and other punitive measures against participating
companies. Such retaliation may require the company to reorganize its operations or reduce its
offer of specific products and services. This can affect the company's reputation and lead to
higher operating costs, which will negatively affect the $ADMN tokens and the Adamant
platform.
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The legal status of cryptocurrency, tokens, blockchain technology and digital assets in many
jurisdictions is not defined and uncleared.

It is difficult to predict which public authorities will regulate such technologies. It is difficult to
predict the likely changes and amendments to the laws governing this in general, and also the
applications with the blockchain technology, cryptographic tokens and digital assets. These
changes can have a pessimistic effect on tokens. Tokens can be considered as financial
instruments that require the registration. The company can stop the distribution of $ADMN
tokens, transactions in specific areas of jurisdiction, platform development and regional
operations if such activities are deemed illegal and economically impractical for these reasons.

C. Inability to Maintain and Receive Licenses and Permissions

There are no rules that require the company to receive the permissions and licenses necessary
for this type of activity. There is a risk that such requirements can be introduced in future and will
affect any participating company.

In this case the business of the participating companies will be based on the urgency of these
licenses and permissions and compliance with the relevant conditions on behalf of the
participating companies. The terms of receiving and renewal of licenses, as well as control over
the licensee's compliance with these licenses by regulatory authorities may differ.
These agencies may require a participating company to comply the following conditions:
conditions of employment of qualified personnel; multiple standards; conditions of maintaining a
certain technical level; consent to give permission to monitor our operations; standards of the
system of quality control; level of service related requests; provision of relevant information at
the request of licensing agencies. The realization of these requirements may result in the
financial contributions and significant time, as well as delays in the operation of the Adamant
platform. In addition, public and private persons have the right to comment on the project and to
participate in the licensing process in other ways, including court appeals and political pressure.
The  participating company can not extend or does not receive the required licenses.

In addition, these licenses can limit the ability of the company to perform its work on a
commercial basis or to carry out its activities.

D. Onerous contract risk due to the compliance with regulations, lows and standards

The participating company may not satisfy the applicable laws and regulations. It may also not
recognize the results of relevant audits done by regulators. Another scenario is an increase of
government regulation of operations done by the participating company. All of these issues can
entail the significant additional costs, simply complicating the work or leading to numerous
sanctions. Result is a negative impact on the business of participating companies and the
Metanetwork platform.
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The property and activities of the participating companies are guided by various government
agencies and authorities to comply with the applicable rules and regulations. These regulators
have considerable freedom and power in law questions and their explanation. State agencies
have the right to carry out the periodic inspections to monitor the property and activities of
participating companies. Any such audit may conclude that a participating company violates
certain regulations or laws, and this participating company may not correct the violations or be
unable to appeal those conclusions.

Any mistake made by a participating company in the field of compliance with the applicable
regulations, laws or results of supervision may result in penalties, fines or more drastic
requirements and sanctions. They may include the need to stop certain activities; they may
even contain criminal and administrative charges against the  relevant  persons.

Such decisions, sanctions, demands and tighter control of government regulation can increase
the costs of participating companies and have a very detrimental impact on their platform and
their business as a whole.

END OF WHITEPAPER
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